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MALLET, MAULS & POUND BOARDS
D0248  Wooden Mallet       3.50ea   
Great for beginners and groups. This 8oz 
mallet has a delicate touch. Lightweight and 
tough enough to get the job down.
Rawhide Mallets (Garland)
Balanced for tooling. Genuine heads won’t damage tools.

Size         Garland                Economy
6oz      D0190  16.95 D0187  11.95
9oz      D0191  19.95       D0188   13.95

11oz   D0192  23.95      D0189   15.95
16oz     D0178 27.95      --------     -------
20oz     D0180  29.95 (Heavy)-----  -------

-  -------Premium Poly Mallets (Garland)
Resist wear and protect  your tools. Mallet heads 
are made from garland’s Gar-Dus, an ultra high
molecular weight plastic. They give the power of
other mallet with a minimum of bounce.
D0184  6oz   12.95,      D0185 9oz 17.95  
D0186   14oz  18.95,      D0198 19oz  20.95   
Rober Mallets
This powerful rubber mallet won't mar 
your project .They wear like iron!
D0194  1lb  4.99,   D0195  1-1/2lb 5.99,
D0196   2lb  7.99.
Double Head Mallet
Wooden handle with two replaceable poly 
head and plastic head mallet.
D0202 - 4oz   5.95,    D0204 - 6oz   7.95
D0203 - 5oz   6.95,    D0205 - 7oz   8.95
Pro Rawhide Maul-Osborne
Heavy Duty. There are correctly balanced. The water 
buffalo hides are uniquely treated for maximum durability
and shock absorbance, compressed between two solid
brass flanges. Easy to handle, they strike square, deliver
controlled dead blows, and are less likely to slip vs. some
synthetic mauls. Made in the traditional manner with 
internal steel rod tanged through an oak handle. 
D0179  2lb 109.95
D0170 3lb 119.95   
D0171  4lb 139.95   

A.  Rubber Pounds Boards
Sound absorbent rubber surface protects knife 
edges & hole punches. also saves your  table 
top when pounding.1/4” thick.

D0317  12”x12”  11.95 
D0318  12”x24” 20.95

*D0319  18”x36” 25.95

B. Marble Slabs
For general purpose work. Provides
the perfect foundation for under the
rubber Pounds boards for tooling
leather.

D0323       6x12x1-1/2”    17.99
D0324     12x12x1-1/2”   33.99 

C. Poly Cutting Board 
Ideal for cutting, punching and
tooling board. Hi-Tech,Low density.
No grain mark to distract the blade
& will not dull the cutting edge.Great 
for punching filigree, Round Hole
Punches & more.

D0405 6x12x1/2” 9.95    
D0326    12x12x1/2” 16.95
D0407   6.5x10.5x1/2” 7.95

D0307  Super Pro Shears   20.95  
The razor sharp edge (Blunt edge) shears 
will cut through any leather with ease. Solid 
steel. These are pro. quality shears that will
last for years. 8” length with a 3” blade.

D0316  Lacemaker   6.95
Save money by cutting your own
lace, shoestring or braids. Cuts
1/8” or 3/16’ strips from leather up to 7oz. Includes one blade. 
Works great on latigo bellies & heavy suede cowsplits. Using 
D0269 blades for replacement. Use D0269 Blades.
D0273  Leather Stripper-Lace Maker  47.95
Cut your own lace,fringe,belts and braining 
strips. Cut in multiples of 1/8”  up to 3” wide
in a minute. Include 5 blades. Works best
on firmer 3-4oz leather. 
D0277  Blades  2.00/5ea   44.90/100

D0276  Australian Strander   8.95
Legendary and exceptional,cast steel,
chrome-plated strander has solid  brass
parts. Adjusts  to cut lace,thongs and strips
up to 1/2” wide.indispensable for tack and 
leather shops.  Use D0269 Blades.

SCISSORS & LACE MAKER

D0326

D0164   Leathercraft Shears    5.95
These 7” long economay scissors have uper harp, 
stainless steel blades for cutting lightweight leather 
or other material. Extra large handle for comfort.

D0161  Micro Scissors-short       2.95
Good for cut small items,lightweight leather or
other craft project or intricate desings. 4” long.

6.5x10.5x1/2
D0407

M1243 Scissor Sharpener     7.95
Sharpens general purpose scissors, tin 
snips, etc. in about ten seconds.

D0160   Multi- Purpose Scissors 2.95
Stainless steel blades designed for strength and
sharpness.  Great for any light to light-heavy cutting
chores. They cut through hard plastic clamshell 
packaging with ease.Comfortable PVC Grips. 
Functional design includes jar and bottle opener.

D1921    Saddle’s Hammer-Osborne     99.95
French Saddler's Hammer, oval Walnut Handle riveted
through the steel shank. Head and handle are steel,
forged in one piece, highly polished. The smooth, blunt 
end of the hammer is ideal to form leather and drive
tacks in hard to reach places. 16oz.

D1920   Leather Working Hammer-Osborne    28.95
Popular with the pocket book, belt, shoe, luggage ,
saddlers, and the small leather goods industry. 
Drop forged steel. Rounded, polished face to 
prevent marring of leather. Hickory handle.

D0175 Claw Hammer-16oz     9.95
Claw Hammer with ane impact-
absorbing fiberglass handle. It is 
really comfortable with its rubber 
grip and fiberglass handle, good 
balance, and just works really well.

**(D0319-need to add
additional $12.00 UPS
fee to ship as 2nd pkg.)**
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M1244   Knife Sharpener   7.95
Put a razor edge on knives, tool,even 
serrated blades in ten seconds.

Nylon Mauls-Osborne  
Made in the traditional manner with 
internal steel rod tagged through an oak 
handle. The nylon head is compressed 
between tow solid bronze flanges. Easy to handle. The strike
square, deliver controlled dead blows, and are less likely to slip
vs. some synthetic mauls. 
D0172  1-1/2 lb    39.95, 
D0173      2lb    45.95,     D0174   3lb   49.95

D1919 Tack Hammer-7oz     9.95
Great little hammer for those little areas that
a big hammer won’t work. 7oz.

D1918   Wood Heel Hammer-Osborne    37.95
Forged steel, fully polished. Used by saddlers,
luggage manufactures, handbag makers. and
by the pocket book trade. Claw on one end of
head.

D0405

D0324


